
Maid of honor 

responsibilities checklist

honor



BEFORE THE WEDDING:

ON THE WEDDING DAY:

Plan or help to organize a bridal shower


Go shopping with the bride


Plan a get-together for all the bridesmaids  all bridesmaids to help plan a unique wedding 

style and encourage bonding


Create some ideas for a bachelorette party 


Choose the best wedding gift


Prepare an emergency kit for the bride


Attend pre-wedding events


Be a right hand for the bride at all times


Learn how to bustle the bride's dress


Keep the bride calm


Do everything on schedule


Be responsible for the bride’s bouquet 


Make sure the bride stays stress-free


Make sure that the bride is not hungry


Walk down the aisle


Take care of the rings, if necessary


Take lots of selfies with the bride


Help with hosting the guests


Give a toast and dance 


Collect wedding gifts if necessary
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How it works?

Every box has a unique theme 
aligned to a certain stage of the 

wedding planning process. 

 

Whether your wedding is in 

2020, 2021 or even 2022, we 
have a perfect plan right for you.

YOU SELECT CELEBRATE WE CURATE

your engagement with 

Miss To Mrs subscription box!
Celebrate

 Engaged? It’s your time to shine! Subscribe to Miss To Mrs subscription box and receive our 
signature pink boxes full of exclusive, newest and trendiest bridal goodies to help you plan & 

prepare for the Big day!

 

50% OFF pamperme
Treat yourself or Gift it!


Get  first box with promo code 

 inside?



The boxes typically include full-size items such as wedding planners, vow books, cake toppers, robes, 
bridal apparel, bachelorette party essentials, and lots more fun and useful items to help with the 

planning journey and pamper the bride-to-be!

What’s

exclusive apparel 
party essentials 

 ideas and 

inspiration

wedding planning tools 

décor elements bridal accessories 

spa & beauty items

Receive exclusive bridal goodies, 
tips and inspiration  $100+ value 

for only $35 per box.  
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